Phase Inversion Directly Induced Tight Ultrafiltration (UF) Hollow Fiber Membranes for Effective Removal of Textile Dyes.
This study has demonstrated the application of tight ultrafiltration (UF) membranes for effective removal of textile dyes from water at a low pressure. Novel UF hollow fiber membranes with well-defined nanopores and surface charges were developed via a single-step spinning process without any post-treatment. The newly developed tight UF hollow fibers not only possess a small mean pore diameter of 1.0-1.3 nm with a molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) of 1000-2000 Da but also have a high pure water permeability (PWP) of 82.5-117.6 L m-2 h-1 bar-1. Through the synergistic effects of size exclusion and charge repulsion, the novel UF hollow fibers can effectively remove various dyes with impressive rejections of 93.2-99.9% at 1 bar. At the same time, more than 92% of inorganic salts (i.e., NaCl and Na2SO4) would permeate through the fibers, reducing the detrimental effects of concentration polarization and providing an attracted avenue for salts reuse. The tight UF hollow fibers also exhibit robust performance in a continuous operation of 170 h or at a high feed recovery of 90%. The fouled fibers can be easily regenerated by backwash of water with a flux recovery of larger than 92%. The newly developed tight UF hollow fiber membranes display huge potential for treating textile wastewater and other impaired effluents because of their great separation performance and simple fabrication process.